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                            Our Store Location

                            20 Dalgety Street
Oakleigh VIC 3166


                            P: 1300 319 364

                                

                        

                        
                            We are here for you

                            Monday to Friday:
7:00am to 5:00pm

Saturday:
9.30am to 12.30pm*

*Subject to change without notice
                        

                    

                    
                        We are conveniently located in Oakleigh, just off the M1 - View Map

                        	Ample Parking
	Plenty of On-hand Stock
	Easy Access
	Expert Advice
	Undercover Loading Dock
	Same Day Delivery For Melbourne Metro (*conditions apply)
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                        Google Rating                        
4.9


Based on 51 reviews
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First Step Building Group
1710793711

I've purchased a few products from the The Waterstop shop, and sought advice for some membranes appropriate for a balcony.The team were supportive and informative, with deliveries made very promptly.
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Nick Mursec
1696398116

Great range of products available and always excellent customer service, my go to water proofing store.
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Grace Rizzardi
1695973483

The team at The Waterstop Shop are next level at service and customer advice!
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Jaye Hubble
1689142967

Great people, great service and knowledge. Highly recommend
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John Leonard
1666331350

As an owner builder I was nervous about the process of waterproofing my retaining wall. Matt from The Water Stop Shop took the time to fully consider my requirements, make recommendations and actually physically showed me what to do. He has significant experience, being a contractor for over 20 years and now runs this incredibly well stocked shop. I couldn’t recommend him more and would like to thank him for the time he took to help me 🙏
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Luke McCorquodale
1655936467

The owner Matt and his team are terrific! Not only is The Water Stop shop a well represented business but a great local business. The shops customer service is outstanding, If I could give more than 5 stars I would!
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fletcher gleghorn
1655463775

great team down at the waterstop shop and even better customer service
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Breoni Cooper
1654753093

Always a pleasure dealing with Matt and the guys at the Water Shop Shop.Quick response time and great service. :)
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John Stepan
1652935860

So glad I found these guys. My previous supplier closed down from lockdown comlications after 30 years in the game. As a builder doing occasional dodgy balcony re builds, I am needing good quality traficable membranes, and the usual water proofing paraphanalia..From the moment I called on phone, the staff very courteous and knowledgable and sorted my inquiries.  The price was  brilliant. I would highly recomend The Waterstop shop. Regards. Bellrock builders P/L
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Tony Pfeiffer
1646739002

Amazing staff who know the products so well. Can work out solutions to any problems.
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Elizabeth Wheeler
1638924264

As a building designer, I find the team at The Waterstop Shop to be very knowledgeable and helpful. They're definitely my go-to place for information and advice on all things waterproofing, and I recommend them to my builders.
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luke P
1623631713

Great service,  top quality products and fast delivery.  Thank you to the team at the water stop shop.
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Peter Dunn
1621929837

Very helpful staff and great service
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Marc hanssens
1620101556

The folks at this place are not only friendly, but also really helpful.They know their products and given the amount of people walking into the shop, they are popular!Highly recommended
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Manfred Bartz
1612691064

Comprehensive product range and expert advice.  Friendly and helpful staff.
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Jo-Anne Shannan
1607382864

The guys at Waterstop shop have been nothing but extremely helpful each and every time we have asked advice. Service is excellent and their knowledge is second to none. Forget Bunnings or any other retail store, go the experts.
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Martin Dawood
1603326280

Great service and product range.
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Anita Nicole Sanchez
1597615066

Excellent service, quick response, easy to navigate website to help build my greenroof, and shipped my goods within 10min of receiving my order, meaning I could receive it the next day in Sydney even despite a border closure due to COVID-19! Highly recommend.
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Paul Bongiorno
1580950112

Knowlegable and nice...Excellent service and quality less toxic products.  But please if you are not trained please think of hiring a professional... it's a bigger problem than  flammable cladding... Walter also runs product training so maybe that might help.
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Gagan Charaya
1568679546

Professional Guys
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Michelle Mendes
1557295702

My Husband always talks about how great the support he gets from them ..When ever he has a issue.. they are always  there to advise and help out..  Just great service.
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